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The 21th century is the age called knowledge-based economy. In this age, the 
competition among enterprises is gradually intensive. The focus of the competition is 
not merely on tangible financial capital, but the intellectual capital such as intangible 
assets, knowledge and technology, management capacity. Intellectual capital has not 
only become the rare resource in the competition and development of enterprise, but 
also the core resource of value-added and sustained development of enterprise. 
Although intellectual capital is the core competence of creating enterprise’s values 
and winning competitions, the development of enterprise will have bad influence and 
enterprise’s value will damaged if intellectual capital is wrongly incented. 
As the subprime mortgage crisis broke out in America, the whole world suffered 
an economic crisis. During this crisis, because most enterprises use share right 
incentive, top managers’ risks and benefits didn’t match, their pays and contributions 
didn’t match either. That made top managers chase high pay and ignore the high risk, 
which became one of the most important causes of this economic crisis. For this 
reason, this paper tries to make a deep research of the incentive of intellectual capital, 
so as to create a new method to reach the goal of incenting intellectual capital: 
Matching the risks and benefits highly. 
The innovation of this paper: Separately study how physical financial capital and 
intellectual capital create enterprise value and design a new method which can 
calculate the excess-value (contributions) creating by intellectual capital. Based on 
this method, a more reasonable, universally applicable and flexible incentive model of 
intellectual capital is built. 
The main conclusions of this paper: First, intellectual capital is the source of 
creating enterprise’s excess-value. The whole value of enterprise’s intellectual capital 
can be worked out by discounting the excess-value. Second, the method of incenting 
intellectual capital needs to consider different perspectives. Intellectual capital could 















inside enterprise, it must stick to the principle of matching the residual claims and 
contributions of intellectual capital, and matching the risks and benefits of intellectual 
capital. Last, excess-progressive incentive method of intellectual capital based on 
excess-value can reach the goal of incenting intellectual capital. 
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